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I. INTRODUCTION
Some Problems Faced By the Data Analysis
Every department of experimental science, after passing via an early level of qualitative description, issues itself with
quantitative research of the phenomena of interest, i.e., measurements. In addition to designing and wearing out the test,
an critical assignment is the correct assessment and entire exploitation of the statistics obtained. Let us listing some
normal issues.
A have a look at is fabricated from the load of laboratory animals beneath have an effect on of numerous drugs. After the
software of drug A to twenty-five animals, a mean growth of five % is observed. Drug B, used on 10 animals, yields a
3 % growth. Is drug A greater effective? The averages five and 3 % deliver nearly no solution to this question, for the
reason that decrease fee may also had been as a result of a unmarried animal that misplaced weight for a few unrelated
reason. One ought to consequently have a look at the distribution of person weights and their unfold across the common
fee. Moreover, one has to determine whether or not the quantity of check animals used will permit one to distinguish with
a positive accuracy among the consequences of the 2 drugs.
In experiments on crystal increase it's miles crucial to preserve precisely the ratios of the special components. From a
complete of 500 crystals, a pattern of 20 is chosen and analyzed. What conclusions may be drawn approximately the
composition of the ultimate 480? This hassle of sampling comes up, for instance, in first-rate control, reliability checks
of automated measuring devices, and opinion polls.
A positive experimental end result has been obtained. It ought to be determined whether or not it's miles in contradiction
with a few anticipated theoretical fee or with preceding experiments. The test is used for speculation testing.
It is regularly beneficial to simulate with a pc the variable or stochastic traits of the test for you to get an concept of the
anticipated uncertainties of the effects earlier than wearing out the test itself. This simulation of random portions on a pc
is known as the Monte Carlo method, so named in connection with video games of chance.
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